locally compact groups are interesting objects from a mathematical point of view because they are generalizations of group algebras, from a physical point of view because they are useful tools in describing quantum dynamical systems. Hence it would be interesting to know the structure of their automorphisms and derivations. For a large class of automorphisms, the answer is given in [2] . In this paper, our aim is to begin the study of bounded derivations and crossed homomorphisms of Banach crossed products. For that purpose, cohomology techniques seem to be useful and this is the reason why we will begin with cohomology over Banach crossed products, a generalization of cohomology over group algebras worked out in [15] .
Given a locally compact group G acting on a Banach *-algebra A, 81 = L\G, A) will be the Banach crossed product of these two objects. In paragraph 2, we collect known results about centralizers on A and vector measures, and define several module structures on them in paragraph 3. Paragraph 4 is devoted to the definition of cohomology over 9ί, while paragraph 5 contains a Riesz representation theorem for the elements of the spaces introduced in the preceding paragraph. In paragraph 6 we extend the cohomology over 31 to its centralizers. Finally paragraph 8 characterizes the structure of derivations and crossed homomorphisms, using the notion of vector means developed in paragraph 7. 334 GUY LOUPIAS 2* Notations and preliminary results* In the sequel, (A, G, σ) will denote a Banach dynamical system, that is to say the triplet of a (separable) Banach-*-algebra with norm | | and (countable) approximate unit {e a } aeI contained in the unit ball, a second countable locally compact Hausdorff (hence Polish, i.e., second countable, metrizable and complete) group G with Haar measure dg, and a representation σ of G into Aut G (the group of continuous and isometriĉ -automorphisms of A), representation continuous in the sense that
(1) (α, g) 6 A x G • σ(g)a e A is continuous.
Once A is given, we call M L (A) (respectively M R (A), M(A)) the space of left centralizers (resp. right centralizers, centralizers) on A. Let us recall [2] , [16] , [3] that M L (A) (resp. M B (A) ) is the algebra with unit of continuous linear maps L (resp. R) on A such that L(ab) = L(ά)b (resp. R(ab) = aR(b)) for any a and b in A, the product being defined by L X L 2 = L^L 2 (the composition of maps) (resp. R 1 
-R 2 = R 2°R i). M(A) is the *-algebra with unit of couples (L, R) of (automatically linear and continuous) maps on A such that aL(b) = R(a)b for any a and b in A, the product and ^-operation being defined according to {L u R^-{L 2f R 2 ) = (L^L^ R λ R 2 ) = (L ι oL 2f R 2 oR λ ) and {L,R)* -(R' 9 1/) where R'(a)=R(a*)* and L'(α)=L(α*)*. If (L,R)eM(A), then LeM L (A) and

right ideal, *-ideal) of M L (A) (resp. M B (A), M(A)) and,M(A) is the idealizer of A in M L (A) (or M R {A)). Moreover, A is dense in M L (A) (resp. M R (A), M{A))
for the strong (resp. strong, strict) topology, i.e., the topology defined by the set of semi-norms ||L|| β = \L(a)\ = \L-a\,aeA (resp. .HBH* = \R(a)\ -|α Λ| and ||(L, R)\\ a = \\R\\ a ). The formulas
'σ(g)(L-a) = σ(g)L-σ(g)a σ(g)(a R) = σ(g)a-σ(g)R σ(g)(L, R) = (2) allow to extend <7(#) as a continuous automorphism of M L (A), M R (A) or ikf(A).
If A is a C*-algebra, M L (A) (resp. M R (A)) is isomorphic to the COHOMOLOGY OVER BANACH CROSSED PRODUCTS 335 algebra LM(A) (resp. RM(A)) of left (resp. right) multipliers on A, i.e., the subalgebra of the enveloping Von Neumann algebra A! 1 of elements LeA" (resp. Re A") such that LaeA (resp. aReA) and M(A) = M L (A) Π M R {A) is the idealizer of A in A". Moreover, if we now call M L (A, A") (resp. M R (A, A") ) the algebra of continuous linear maps L (resp. R) from A to A" such that L(ab) = L(α)δ (resp. R(ab) = aR(b)), then it is possible to prove in the same way that M L (A, A") = M R (A, A") = A". And here too, σ(flr) extends to A" by bitransposition as a normal automorphism.
We will now denote by X = ^(G, A) the Banach space of continuous functions from G to A "vanishing at infinity" with the uniform norm ||/*ΊU -sup gBG \h(g)\, feeϊ: it contains, as a dense set, the subspace K(G, A) of continuous functions from G to A with compact support.
If X ~ £?{E, F) 9 the continuous operators from a Banach space E to a Banach space F, with norms \\-\\ E and H U^ respectively, M X {G, X) will be the Banach space of regular Borel measures μ on G with bounded variation \μ\ and norm [| /^[d = \μ\(G) < ©o. Let us recall [7] that if BeB(G), the ring of Borel sets in (?, the variation \μ\ of μ is the positive scalar measure on G defined by
where the sup is over all (finite) families of mutually disjoint Borel sets Bi contained in B. Then μ is said with finite variation if \μ\(B) < oo for any relatively compact B in B(G) and with bounded variation if \μ\(G) < ©o. Let now U be a linear mapping from K{G, E) to F. In the usual way, we define
It is a norm and (5 In an analogous way, we can now define [2] , [7] 336 GUY LOUPIAS
where the sup is taken over the some families as in (4 bis (G, X) and the Banach space of linear mappings U from ^ΌiG, E) to F such that \\\ U\\\ < co, given by
with (10) infill ( (G, A") and the Banach space of A-right linear (or A-left linear) mappings U from X to A" such that \\\U\\\ < oo.
Proof
(a) and (b) come from ( [7] , § 19 no. 3, Theorem 2) and ( [2] , Theorem 3.9), while (c) can be proved in the same way as (b) thanks to
If we adopt the notations
(any time we use A" without comment, we mean implicitely that A is a C*-algebra) we can write, for μ L 6 JLf'
Given 0 e G and μ L (resp. μ Λ , μ) we define
Γ (II^LIII -II^LIII, 11 ^s 111 = ll^llif ll g^l liThen ϊj" 4 , X|'^, X*'-1 " become Banach algebras with unit (the unit being δ e9 the Dirac measure at the neutral element e of G) if we define the σ-convolution of measures according to [2] , [8] :
the Banach space L\G, A) (for the norm ||/||i = I \f(g)\dg) of functions from G to A, Bochner-integrable with respect to the Haar measure, can be identified with a left ideal (resp. right ideal, subalgebra) of %t'
In the sequel, we will usually omit the subscript σ to denote the σ-convolution. L\G, A) may be called the Banach crossed product of G by A [4] , [8] and the following theorem can be proved: Theorems 4.10, 4.15, 4.19.) Let A be a Banach-*-algebra, A" its enveloping Von Neumann algebra when A is a C*-algebra.
, ϊ*^ and ϊ*^" are Banach-*-algebras if we define G"L*/)* = /**/*/*; (/*/**)* = μi*f*> (μ*f)* = and !/(£, A) is a *-ideal (resp. *-subalgebra) of ϊ*" 1 (resp. X*" , X*^"* In this paragraph, we are going to define several natural module structures on the various objects we introduced in the preceding one. We first begin with G-module structures. PROPOSITION 
Proof.
First of all g' (g h) -(g'g) h and \\g-h\U = \\h\\... Then, given ε, let keK(G, A) such that ||A -JklU ^ e/3 and V(e) a neighborhood of β in G such that \\g-k -k\\ < ε/3 when gre F(e). Then llflr fe -feU^ Hflr λ-flr fclU + Hίj r A?-fc|U + ||fc-felU^ε when ge V(e).
Same proof for the right action. PROPOSITION 
Proof. The proof is straightforward, and left to the reader. With the same notations, we then have the following formulas, relating these G-module structures: (h t ) and the same for μ B and μ. 
In a second step, we now introduce more general module structures. PROPOSITION 
If {λ^j^ej is a countable approximate unit in !/(<?, A), then
Moreover, as μ L is a regular Borel measure, given ε > 0, there exists a compact KdG such that | ^ | (G/J8Γ)< e/2||λ|L for feel Given ε>0 and
and then μ L -hel, and also μ B -he%. Formulas (26) and (29) are just a matter of computation. Moreover (29) proves the unital character of X, while its neo-unital character on L\G, A) comes from (26): more precisely (26) shows the set {e a X β h} aeI}βeJ is dense in 36, while the Curtis-Figa-Talamanca factorization theorem proves this set generates a closed subspace of ϊ( [6] , p. 169-185). Hence any h 6 X can be written h = f-h' with V e 36 and / e L\G, A). This allows to prove (30) because
It does not seem possible to define a nontrivial action of ϊ? ι or X| ^ on the right of 36 which turns it into a Banach module. Formula (30) of the preceding theorem means the action of jc| A or Tί%'
A can be deduced from the one of L x (G f A) by extension to its left and right centralizers. PROPOSITION 
The proof is straightforward and left to the reader.
With the same notations, we then have the following formulas, relating these module structures: PROPOSITION 7. (32)
According to formulas (22), (23) and (32) one side, and (22 bis ), (23 bls ) and (32 bir ) on the other side, we can refer to the structure denoted by α as the "nondual" structure, and the structure denoted by a © as the "dual" structure.
4* Homology and cohomology over L^G, A).
In the sequel, we will denote, for convenience, One can notice that it is possible to write
Let now L»(8l, 3£)J' 4 be the space of functionals ϊ 7 on L»(8t, X) with values in A which are ^-linear on 81, A-right linear on X, and bounded in the sense that, for any finite family Qι % ) of functions h t e K(G, A) with support h t Π support h 5 -0 for any i Φ j,
where K is some constant.
, the space of continuous ^-linear functionals on 81 with values in ϋt yA according to (we use the same letter T to denote the two corresponding objects):
In the same way, we could introduce L*(Sί, X2 >A ), L n (8ί, X*' 4 ) and L Λ (9ί, X* AI/ ). Let us now define the application A n from
by the following formula, corresponding to the "nonduaΓ structure:
Then A n+1 A n -0 and it is possible to introduce the quotient space and, in the same way,
In the "dual" structure case, we have to modify slightly our 344 GUY LOUPIAS definitions, asking for T to be w-affine and continuous on % and replacing formula (42) by
In that case, it is easy to prove the "duality" formula:
and we have the following theorem, relating (36) and (43) in the "dual" case. Then i2*(δΐ, X) = 0 and Im Z) n closed is, in the "dual" case, equivalent to
Proof. Let L w (2ί, X') the space of continuous ^-linear functionals on 31 with value in X' (the dual of X), i.e., the dual of L n {% X). Given TsL\%'S* A ) and FeA' let 2V be the element of L n (% X') defined by and let L*(8Ϊ, ϊ* ^)F be the closed subspace of Z/(9Ϊ, X') generated by the set of T F with TeL^Sί, XJ ^). By faithfulness of F, the correspondence T->T F is injective and the spaces L n (% X) and L w (Sί, X*'^)^ are in duality. Moreover, if ΔX means the equivalent of Δ n on L n {% X'), we have, if we define foT F = T F and Γ^o/ = Proof. This is the HochschikΓs method for the reduction of dimension [14] [15] . It consists in defining the natural isometry τ n from L n+P (% X) onto L n (% L p {% X)) thanks to the associativity of the tensor product, the action of Sί onto L v {% X) by
In the same way, one can define an isometry τ" from L"
A "dual" action could be defined according to /o T = T and T°/ = Γ./. We close this paragraph by giving an example of TeL
, n be a family of functions in L°°(G), (F t 
It is the purpose of the next paragraph to prove that, under some hypothesis on A, any T can be represented by a function having these properties and conversely.
5* A Riesz representation theorem for the elements of Z/
In this section, we will restrict ourself to the case when A = Z\ the dual of some Banach space Z, or when A is a C*-algebra (if A is both, it is a Von Neumann algebra), and to the "nonduaΓ structure. It could be possible to adapt this paragraph to the "dual" one. We will denote by a and g an element of A® n and G n respectively. We begin by recalling a theorem which asserts that any T can be represented by a measure: 
Proof See ( [7] , 13, no. 3, Theorem 1, Corollary 2).
We are now going to prove that μ τ can be represented by a function, with the help of the following generalization of LebesgueNikodym's theorem. PROPOSITION 
A, μ) for any zeZ (resp. zeA') 9 (iii) // A (resp. A") is separable, V μ (g n ) is locally-v-integrable and 
) is integrable, where he% and Φ eL\G n , A® n ) and 
If A = Z', let F Γ and fe the corresponding functions (Theorems 6 and 5). Then 
Σi\T ki (Φ)\ ^\Σ Λ \<V(g)Φ(S) 9 h i y\d\g\ £ \\\V(S)Φ(S)\\id\g\
\<V(g)Φ(g), h)dg= \{V τ (g)Φ{g\ h)dg
and, in particular, )a,h) a.e. , which ends the proof of the theorem if A (and X) is separable. where the multiplication on the right of an element in the bidual A" by an element in A is defined through bitransposition [1] , [5] . Moreover, as A = Z' (i.e., A' = Z"z>Z) f f(μ ί9 , μ n , h) is in fact in A c A", as we can see computing the limit for F -ze Z c Z'\ and the right multiplication by a coincide with the product in A. Now, given ε > 0 and z e Z, there exists i OιJb and j Ofk such that, if i fc > i Otk and i fc > j Otk ,
So, if (fe z )> ϊ = 1, , w& is a finite family in K(G, A) with support ft, n support ft Γ = 0 for Z =?* Z' and IIΣi^lU ^ 1, then We then have the following formulas <T(aΦ), h) = J<P®)<2W fl , , <*AJ, *><», * 6 L\G*) ,
We can now determine the relation between £/*(Sϊ, XJ" Proof The proof is by induction, identical to the corresponding one in ( [15] , Prop. 1.9 and Lemma 1.10), the proof of Lemma 1.10 being now achieved by noticing that f*μ L -0 for any /eϊ imply μ L = 0.
7 Vector means* This paragraph collects and proves results, some of which will be useful in the sequel, about vector means, a natural extension of usual means on locally compact groups [10] . This notion appeared for the first time in [9] .
We shall consider the following functional spaces: Each of these spaces is a C* -algebra for the usual product of functions, the uniform norm and the involution k-^k:k(g) -and we have the following inclusions:
DEFINITIONS. An A-mean on X t is an A-linear positive continuous map on X t with value in A, with norm less than or equal to 1.
An A-mean on X lf X 2 , X 4 or X 7 is said left invariant if
and topologically left invariant if (here * exceptionally means the usual convolution)
An A-mean on X lf X 2f X 3 or X 6 is said σ-left invariant if
and topologically α-left invariant if
φ e L\G) .
An A-mean on X l9 X 2i X δ or X 7 is said right invariant if These definitions make sense thanks to the following lemmas: LEMMA 
If φeL\G) and keL°°(G, A), then φ*k (the usual convolution) is in X 4 and k
and the conclusion comes from ([13] , Theorem (20.4)).
If keX δ , it is enough to prove that φ*k is in X δ but
If keXt, it is enough to prove that k*φ is in X 4 but Proof.
and k* a φ -k*φ (see above). If keX δ , it is enough to prove that φ*keX 5 
and if keX 3 it is enough to prove that k*φ is in X 3 , but
The relation between these different means and these different spaces comes from the following proposition. PROPOSITION 
// there exists a left invariant A-mean, there exists a right invariant one on the corresponding space, and conversely.
Proof. Let us consider the transformation k->k:
Proof. Let V be a relatively compact neighborhood of e in G. By noncompacity of G, there is no finite sequence (g t ) in G such that (QiV) is a covering of G. So it is possible to choose an infinite sequence (g t ) in G such that g n+1 ί\j7=igίV for all integer n. Hence if U is a symmetric relatively compact neighborhood of e such that U 2 cz V, the sequence {gJJ) is made of pairwise disjoint sets. Let M the canonical extension of M to X ± or X>, the functional spaces corresponding to A, the associative Banach-*-algebra with unit, defined according to <ikf, aφ) -a(M φ} for any as A and φ any function with scalar values belonging to X x or X 2 . Then α<M, , φ) , i.e., <M, ^(flr" 1 .)) = <M, ^>. Let ^G^ or X 2 be the characteristic function of U: as Σ?=i ί^^ ^ 1> we have Σ?=i <^ <f> ^ 1, i.e., <M, ξ^> = 0. Let heϋ.
Given ε, there exists a compact KczG such that I h(g) | < ε for g g K and a finite sequence (g' s ) in G such that XcLU tf So | fc(ί/)l ^ PIIΣif^ + e and \(M, h)\S <M, ε) = ε(M t 1> ^ ε. The proof is similar if M is left or right invariant.
The relation between topological left or right in variance and left or right in variance is given by the two following theorems. THEOREM 
A σ-left invariant A-mean is topologically σ-left invariant.
A
left (or right) invariant A-mean is topologically left (or right) invariant.
Proof. Let φeL^G).
Then, for keX if i = 1, 2, 3, or 6,
This being true for any φ, (M, o(g) 
The proof is similar for left and right in variance.
THEOREM 13. A σ-left invariant A-mean on X s (or X Q ) is topologically o'-invariant. A left invariant A-mean on X i (or X 7 ) is topologically invariant, and the same for right invariance on X 5 (or X τ ).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for ψ e L\G) continuous with compact support. Let k e X z . The map
if g' is in some neighborhood of e in G. The set {σ(fl')A;(sf~1.), g e support φ} is compact in X 3 and if
Let us choose Φ = F°M with FeA'. Then
In the same way, if we choose Φ -F<>δ t , 16 G: Moreover, (F, (M, ka)) = <m, Foka) = <m, α'JFofc) = (α^, <M, fc» -<F, <M, &>α> where the product (M, k)a is defined through bitransposition [1] , [5] . In the same way, <Λf, ak) = α<M, &> and <F, <ikΓ, σ(g) 
If A is a C*-algebra, the left and right multiplications in A" by element from A coincide with the product in the Von Neumann evelopping algebra, while α (flf)" is the natural extension of σ(g) to A". If A = Z', then <Λf, fc> e A as we can see by choosing F = « e Z c Z" = A' and the left and right multiplication by α 6 A is the product in A. The same kind of proof shows that M is also left and right invariant.
REMARK. The converse of the preceding theorem is obvious: if, for any Banach-*-algebra A, G is such that there exist invariant A-means, then G is ameanable, because it is sufficient to take A = C, the complex numbers. 
However, in the case n = 1, it is possible to obtain a more precise result than in 
<T(μ L \ h) = limit <T(μ L *e a X β ) 9 Λ>, h e 3£ .
Moreover, if T
Proof. Our hypothesis on A insure the existence of f and its
, and the last statement of the theorem is evident. Now
if we write h -f.h! and T{f).h' = f.h" thanks to the neo-unital character of 3£. Taking the limit in the norm of A, we have (gg', aσ(g) 
where we used Fubini's theorem to interchange the measures defined by F(g, a) and φ 2 , while on the other hand,
thanks, once again, to Fubini's theorem which is valid if we take for instance ^ and <p 2 with compact support. So, if we add the two preceding results,
= (F (^<
Of course the preceding discussion can be adapted to TeZ\% 1* A "). Let us now consider the three functions on G with value in
aeA for a and β large enough, and less than 4e for g' in a suitable neighborhood of g. The proof for X(g) and a X(g) would be similar. PROPOSITION 
Let us assume there exists a σ-left invariant A (resp. A")-mean on X 2 (for instance G ameanable). The formulas
Proof. The right hand sides of formulas (70) 
")) cmd Mao-left invariant A (or A")-mean or X 2 (this is the case if G is ameanable). Then
Moreover,
or, equivalently (G, M(A) ), and conversely.
So Γ(αδJ = μl*8 g -α^*^ which gives (72) with the help of (71).
Formulas (73) are then coming from (T(aφ), h) -\φ(g)(T(aδ g ),h)dg.
We obtain formula (74) from the equality between
equality which gives also (75) with the help of (71).
If Γ(αδ 0 ) = -Jμ'(aδ 0 ), then f + Δμ' is zero on A and the cor- 
-ι = T(aδ Q ) (which, in the case of a special T means that t(σ(g)a) = (o(g)t(a)
and the use of a left invariant mean instead of σ-left invariant one, 
or, equivalently, 
